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German Region to Receive Dynamic Online Worker Platform for Independent
Contractors
Dubbed the Angie’s List of Germany, QwiqFix.com seeks to build an inclusive community of
verified contractors and integrated support for customers and workers in the region
Washington, D.C. – July 5, 2016 - QwiqFix.com, a multi-segmented, online independent contractor
platform, announced its site and customer portal launch. QwiqFix.com harnesses the power of verified
contractors, community support and flexible site support to build a robust network of workers from which
customers can choose to complete home and independent projects.
The online portal currently supports workers and clients in the German region with plans to expand into
additional countries in 2017. QwiqFix.com attributes its initial success to the ability to reach millions in its
current market via Facebook, Twitter and popular German teen social app, Kwick. Lack of current fullscale service platforms in Germany makes QwiqFix.com a first of its kind, likened to Angie’s List and
HomeAdvisor—two U.S. based online worker platforms which allow customers to search massive
databases of services provided by independent contractors and businesses.
“We are delighted to introduce QwiqFix.com to the German market as a means of marketing their
services and meeting the needs of others,” said Peter Laamer, Co-Founder and President, QwiqFix.com
“This online community is one that is built on trust, experience and the betterment of our community. We
look forward to it becoming the go-to platform for students, retirees and independent professionals alike. “
“QwiqFix.com is an inclusive, trusted community of workers and customers,” said QwiqFix Co-Founder
and Vice President, Anette Poschko. “We are focused on ensuring quality, honest transactions for our
clients and providing a means of freedom and flexibility for German workers. Community and integrity are
of utmost importance to our team, we hope that those values are felt with our audience.”
QwiqFix.com gives you time, flexibility, freedom and control. Users can choose from multiple service
providers for the right amount of experience, the right schedule and the right price to complete their
project. Workers are allowed to set their preferred terms, including price and hours of availability to
ensure that the projects they take on match their schedules and daily life. At no cost to the customer and
with both, free and paid account options for workers, everyone can find a plan that works for them and
save money while maximizing opportunities.
About QwiqFix.com
QwiqFix.com is Germany’s fastest-growing, dynamic online platform for workers and residents—offering
freedom, flexibility and control. Our robust platform offers customers to connect with a community of users
and experts, choose from multiple servicers and schedule their home project on their time. QwiqFix.com
is your online resource for your home and independent projects—We give you time!
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